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## RECOMMENDATIONS
ABOUT THE GLOBAL ACTION AGAINST MASS ATROCITY CRIMES

The Global Action Against Mass Atrocity Crimes (GAAMAC) is a global inclusive network of states, civil society and academic institutions that aim to support states in establishing national architectures and policies for the early and permanent prevention of atrocities. As a platform, GAAMAC convenes its diverse community in-person and online to openly share good practices, expertise and experiences without pointing fingers and to look instead for concrete and feasible solutions. Since 2013, it organizes global meetings every two years.

www.gaamac.org

THE AFRICA WORKING GROUP

The GAAMAC Africa Working Group (G-AWG) is one of the regional initiatives originally created during the GAAMAC II global meeting held in Manila, the Philippines, from 2-4 February 2016. The G-AWG is made up of a cross-section of practitioners, academics and policy makers working on mass atrocity prevention in the African continent.

www.gaamac.org/africa-working-group
Covid-19 altered political process: In South Sudan the pandemic surfaced at a time when the country’s conflict parties had just taken a step forward in the implementation of the Revitalized Peace Agreement.

Nothing is done without religion: In South Sudan and Nigeria, like many other African nations, there are hardly any issues of national discourse unaffected by religious coloration, innuendos or sentiment.

Triggered disenchantment: Religious people in both countries thought that in times of crisis they needed God more and therefore places of worship should remain operational and functional.

Well-thought of religious leaders come to the table with some trustworthiness and credibility: This ensure religious institutions and their hierarchy are able to offer both practical and theological responses (healing and solace for human suffering).

Referent power: Religious leaders have strong networks and access to different levels of power that naturally allow them to shape public opinions.
Introduction

Ten years after gaining independence from Sudan, Republic of South Sudan remains the world’s newest country with with population estimates slightly more than 11 million people. By contrast Nigeria, which gained independence from the British in 1960, is Africa’s most populous country with more than 206 million people. While South Sudan and Nigeria have different political histories and evolutions, it is interesting to note that in both countries the role of religion before and after state formation has been critical, prominent and influential. There are hardly any issues of national discourse in both countries unaffected by religious coloration, innuendos or sentiment. Similarly, despite differences in the history of both countries, conflict, violence and insecurity continue to hamper developmental efforts and the well-being of the people.4

The reality of the role that religion plays in South Sudan was succinctly captured by the United States Institute of Peace (USIP) in a report titled The Religious Landscape in South Sudan: Challenges and Opportunities for Engagement. The report notes that “South Sudan today presents a mystifying dichotomy of incompatible truths. It is both deeply infused with religion and savagely torn apart by war and violence, including intercommunal violence”.5 Comparably, in Nigeria, there is no shortage of religious dimension for nearly everything imaginable in the country.6 Although religion in Nigeria is diverse, to an average Nigerian it is both a way of life and a pole of attraction for political expression and cultural awareness.

The outbreak of Covid-19 late in 2019 and its eventual heavy global impact has not only resulted in disruptions to the economy but has also altered political processes, technological thinking and widened the realities of the discussions about fake news, hate speech and even the role of religion, especially in managing critical human situations. In terms of specific impact, in South Sudan the pandemic surfaced at a time when the country’s conflict parties had just taken a step forward in the implementation of the Revitalized Peace Agreement.7 South Sudan Transitional Government of National Unity was inaugurated in February 2020 and by the third week of March, the Government of South Sudan introduced safety measures to prevent the virus from spreading.8 For Nigeria, as the largest population in Sub-Saharan Africa, with long-standing travel and trade links worldwide, the global pandemic eventually arrived in the country on 27 February 2020.9 About a month later, on 29 March 2020,

---

President Muhammadu Buhari ordered a ban on economic activities and social gatherings in Abuja and some cities considered as high risk. As the impact of Covid-19 was felt, certain misconceptions and misinformation about the virus persisted.

With galvanized misconception about Covid-19 raging, the uncertainties and novelty associated with the outbreak provided grounds for misinformation and ultimately hate speech directed at a wide range of people and ethnic groups. The risk of likely atrocity crimes also increased. And with South Sudan’s and Nigeria’s histories of ethnic/religious tensions, human rights violations and weak/unaccountable government institutions, it was important to look carefully at the potential implications of Covid-19 for atrocity crimes and consider the religious dimension.

The Public and Religion in Africa

In South Sudan and Nigeria, typical of many African nations, religious beliefs are concerted parts of societal life and living. In both countries, there is strong connection to divinity and a supreme being. Such a belief system ultimately shapes people’s socio-economic, political and scientific world views and realities.

Unlike Nigeria, reliable data is scarce in South Sudan and religious demographics are difficult to obtain. What is obvious, however, is that a majority of the 2015 estimated total population of 12 million in South Sudan are Christian. By contrast, Nigeria’s religious landscape is well-documented, showing how Islam and Christianity shared the population equally between them. With a population estimate of 203.5 million, a 2018 survey by the Pew Research Center’s Forum on Religion and Public Life estimated the Christian/Muslim ratio in Nigeria to be around 48.1 percent Christian and 50 percent Muslim, with the remaining percent belonging to other or no religions.

Established arguments contend that religion is both a source for conflict and a channel for peace. Indeed, some of the most violent conflicts across Africa and the world have been caused or triggered by religion, while faith-based interventions have also brought some of the most difficult warlords to their knees. Hence, in times of peace, religion has been source of a joy for many. At the same time, during times of difficulties, turmoil and uncertainties such as the Covid-19 pandemic, religious communities and faith-based organization stand vital in providing succour, comfort and shoulders to lean upon. Religious actors’ contributions to peace and security architectures suggest that issues associated with religion or faith are never to be treated in isolation within the human security paradigms.

---


The Covid-19 pandemic completely changed our world, altered our work ethics and in some instances forced compromise on certain cherished religious practices and events. The pandemic has also broken down some of the social fabrics holding communities together. Overall, associated fear and tensions brought by the virus either triggered discrimination or reinforced labelling of others in a very derogatory manner. As the pandemic ravaged the world, governments everywhere struggled to curtail the spread of the virus through lockdowns and restrictions. Within a short time, modes, methods and rituals of worship established over decades and even centuries witnessed sharp distortions. Political, social and religious/faith-based gatherings were either strictly regulated, curtailed or cancelled. Sacred observances, rites, festivals, pilgrimages and religious-related events could not be held. For the first time since 1932, pilgrimage to Mecca for Muslims was cancelled. And for the first time in 1,600 years, no pilgrims were allowed in the Holy Land of Jerusalem for the Christian faithful.

In the midst of the many uncertainties brought by the pandemic, a large number of religious communities struggled to maintain their faith traditions and core values of caring for the most vulnerable and providing social services, including hunger relief, childcare and protection. The closing of places of worship to prevent the spread of Covid-19 indirectly put the beneficiaries of these programmes in serious danger. Other associated social responsibilities of religion to the wider community also dwindled. Many who rely on and benefit from religious charity, relief and care have experienced such support suddenly becoming threatened. Not only that, a few religious leaders have had their income significantly reduced. These restrictions and limitations notwithstanding, people across most of Africa, including in South Sudan and Nigeria, continue to look to their faith to keep a sense of community, making the actions and inactions of religious leaders more important. Of note, it is people’s attachment to their faith and religious traditions that made them reliant on religious leaders for guidance and modelling even during the pandemic.

Religious Dimensions to Covid-19 Misinformation and Fake News

Religion and religious activities remain a complex system of beliefs that are shared and contested. So, it was critical to interrogate such complexity and its prominence in relation to Covid-19 misinformation and related fake news in South Sudan and Nigeria. As supported in literature, it comes out clear from the G-AWG empirical research that religious identity, beliefs and practices correlate with behaviours undertaken or avoided under the pandemic. For example, some religion adherents were of the opinion that wearing a face mask bows to the dictates of science, especially in contrast to the strength of one’s own spiritual devotion and belief in miraculous protection.

As generally observed across East Africa, Covid-19-related misinformation, fake news and hate speech took on some interesting dimensions. Measures to curb the spread of the virus, such as banning gatherings including religious gatherings, affected all religions. But fake news highlighted that the intention of the government was to stop people from worshipping their god. This triggered disenchantment among religious people who thought that in times of crisis, they needed their god more and therefore places of worship should remain operational, functional and accessible.

This dilemma of managing religious expectations in East Africa was worsened in South Sudan and Kenya, who share borders with Tanzania. The late Tanzanian President John Magufuli took a very different approach towards Covid-19, encouraging churches and mosques to pray for Tanzanians to be protected from the pandemic. Kenyans and South Sudanese perceived that these prayers worked because Tanzania did not suffer a major outbreak of the virus.

By holding tight to such strong belief in the miraculous, adherents of religion in South Sudan and Nigeria perceived measures to curtail the spread of Covid-19 to be an imposition on and infraction of their freedom of religion. This notion created significant tension between the public and the state. In Nigeria, a section of Christian leadership considered the ban on religious gatherings as selective and “Satan’s grand strategy” to muffle religious voices and activities both globally and in the country.

In Nigeria and South Sudan, after the complete lockdown was relaxed, places of worship were allowed to operate with not more than 30-50 people in attendance; however, in South Sudan, Covid-19 protocols still excluded vulnerable ages of above 58 and below 13. With this arrangement, fake news again insinuated that most leadership in Christian churches was being targeted as opposed to the younger leadership in Muslim mosques. There was an outcry over how the religious institutions were expected to operate without most of their leadership.

25 Author interview, via Zoom with a participant from Yei, South Sudan, October 2020.
Outlook of Covid-19 Triggered Misinformation, Fake News and Hate Speech

Misinformation, fake news and hate speech have both negative and positive functions. Conversely, misinformation and fake news distort social facts, and they produce suspicion and distrust, thereby enhancing social conflict. Converse, On the positive side, misinformation and fake news stimulate discussions of social issues. Amidst all of this, religious leaders can help in dissolving suspicions embedded in misinformation and fake news by translating them to better social discourse. Also, religious leaders can provide authoritative analysis of misinformation while helping their various platforms and constituents identify misleading and problematic contents relevant to the pandemic.

People, decision makers, and health-care workers all struggled to find trustworthy sources and reliable guidance due to misinformation and fake news of Covid-19 thus making life hard for everyone. Covid-19 comes with people feeling anxious, depressed, overwhelmed, emotionally drained and unable to meet important demands. However, well-thought of religious leaders come to the table with some trustworthiness and credibility that can ensure religious institutions and their hierarchy offer both practical and theological responses (healing and solace for human suffering) that comprise explanations for the meaning of such phenomenon as Covid-19.

In times of crisis, conflict and even pandemics such as Covid-19, certain patterns of human behaviour exhibited by individuals, communities, societies and states indicate that societies can easily become less tolerant of one another. And more often than not, any form of exclusion against people, especially against people’s faith, becomes difficult to be justified. We must be reminded that acts of violence and genocidal atrocities do not emerge out of a vacuum. They are ultimately products of negative attitudes and derogatory speech that cumulatively contribute to the climate and the context in which violent acts become atrocities.

In Africa, as demonstrated with case studies from South Sudan and Nigeria, because a large percentage of the population embrace one form of religion or the other, at the early stages of the Covid-19 pandemic religion adherents failed to distinguish the pandemic experience from their religion. Such people believed that Covid-19 could not affect those who strongly trusted their god, which in reality was not absolutely correct. Even with fully fledged Covid-19 cases abounding, religiously inclined individuals in both countries, insisting their faith could always heal them, still held the belief that by praying and trusting their supreme being, they would be safe from Covid-19.

This above notion does not reflect the entire picture for South Sudan and Nigeria. Some religious leaders have indeed been conscious of the importance and the need to observe and comply with Covid-19 protocols and guidelines. For such leaders, to reduce the need for in-person gatherings, they adopted innovative and creative options, aiming to inspire their communities to accept the new normal as a temporary reality. Hence, in both countries, some Christian-focused spiritual activities such as large masses, baptisms, fellowship meetings and weddings were temporarily halted while corresponding Muslim practices such as washing and the process of shrouding the body before burial were also affected.

Faith-Based Institutions’ Roles in Covid-19 Preventive Measures

In spite of resistance from some selected faith-based organizations in South Sudan and Nigeria, religious leaders continue to play their part in terms of awareness campaigns and measures to demystify the misconceptions regarding Covid-19. In Nigeria, most religious groups started using virtual means and technological tools to preach, thereby reinforcing the use of preventive measures against Covid-19. While the lockdown and restrictions on social gatherings persisted, to speak to large audiences, some preachers began using local radio stations to preach and speak about Covid-19 mitigating methods.

Over time, the advocacy roles of faith-based institutions to ensure that preventive measures were put in place grew, and religious bodies gained a foothold in the forefront campaign to prevent the spread of the disease. Some faith-based organizations provided handwashing facilities such as jerrycans, buckets, hand sanitizers and soaps, and even facemasks.

In South Sudan, owing to many Covid-19 messages being presented in English, religious leaders also played some role in translating such messages into local dialects for people to understand and comply with necessary preventive protocols. The religious leaders also permitted posters promoting awareness of Covid-19 protocols to be placed in worship centres. Some of the other places where religious groups have made positive impacts include market squares and rural areas. This they do together with other civil society actors.

As most religions are built on faith and beliefs, it is often said that the absence of faith is fear. The novel Coronavirus was accompanied by worldwide uncertainty and fear, at both individual and societal levels. The religious dimension of misinformation and fake news experienced by people in South Sudan and Nigeria shows that Covid-19 carries issues not solely driven by the pandemic outbreak. As people experienced sudden events relating to the pandemic, associated fear prompted them to source and gather as much information as possible. Unfortunately, with the uncertainties of Covid-19, vast amount of data publicly available to people included both true and false information. As fear levels increased, in both countries reasoning and rational judgments became paralysed, largely due to exposure to information overload, misinformation, false information, fake news and hate-related speeches.

30 Author interview, via Zoom with a participant from Juba, South Sudan, October 2020.
Conclusion

The Covid-19 pandemic was the source of deep concerns for religious practices and the state. As the pandemic impacted religion and faith through multidimensional restrictions, disaffection arose between political authorities and religious adherents, leading in some cases to conflicting situations especially where governments insisted on limiting gatherings to curb the spread of the virus. Some sections of faith-based leadership both in South Sudan and in Nigeria continually contended that religion can serve as the “balm of Gilead” for the soul, maintaining that regular religious practices are scientifically connected with better emotional health outcomes. As the controversies and tensions deepened, the long-standing anger, combined with misconceptions and preconceived notions, grew.

The influence carried by religious leaders is embedded at grassroot and community levels. Religious leaders have strong networks and access to different levels of power, which naturally allow them to shape public opinions. Religious leaders are therefore ripe for mass atrocity prevention actions, necessary to shape public opinions and model acceptable actions that an era of pandemic such as Covid-19 requires.

The Covid-19 pandemic remains an ongoing reality. GAAMAC therefore, through the G-AWG, should strive to bring up conversations and exchange good practices and lessons learned from the case studies in South Sudan and Nigeria. It should ensure that religious and community leaders, including state actors, have firm understanding of the negative consequences of pandemic-triggered misinformation, fake news and hate speech, and how to prevent them.

31 Author in-person interview with a participant in Kano, Nigeria, November 2020.
32 Author interview via Zoom with a participant from Juba, South Sudan, October 2020.
To be more effective in responding to the pandemic and related future issues, religious-based institutions and policymakers should be helped to engage constructively with each other using the following five campaign themes.

- **Awareness Campaigns** to make religious and faith-based leaders understand how misinformation, fake news and hate speech work and be prepared to protect themselves against any attempts of intolerance, brainwashing and hatred.

- **Affirmative Campaigns** to put different faith-based groups that are targets of misinformation, fake news and hate speech into a positive light.

- **Obstructive Campaigns** to fight for criminalization of misinformation, fake news and hate speech and lead constructive national and international campaigns to prevent hate speech from influencing their adherents.

- **Preventive Campaigns** to share information and teach on how to avoid the attitudes that encourage misinformation, fake news and hate speech.

- **Remedial Campaigns** to combat the existing or manifest level misinformation, fake news and hate speech contents and attitudes among their followers.
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